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Our Education Centre. 
The central point of all our activities for PC and Apple users.

   Unit 56 HarbisonCare, 2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, 2576, NSW. 
www.shcug.org.au 

How to join SHCUG.                                                                                                                                          
Visit our Education Centre and drop in at one of our weekly activities to collect an application form. 
Payment can be made in cash or by cheque and handed to a tutor. Fees are $40 single or $60 couple. 
Alternatively use EFTPOS transaction IMB Bank:  BSB number is: 641 800 and the account number is.
200456000, or send the application form and cheque, made out to SHCUG, to following address:  
The Treasurer,SHCUG,c/-HarbisonCare, 6/2 Charlotte St, Burradoo, NSW, 2576. 

Renewing memberships. 
Renewal forms are sent out each year in early December to all current members by email, with all the 
relevant information needed to renew membership for the upcoming year.  

Correspondence: Letters to the committee can be addressed to shcugcontact@gmail.com   

Weekly activities held in Unit 56                                                                                    Contact 
Monday mornings, from 10 to 12 noon	 Members Helping Members.          J & M Oprey         4862-1584 
Monday afternoons, from 1 to 5 pm.	                           Apple Group	             Richard Spear      4872-1960 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	              Martina Oprey     4862-1584 
First Tuesday of the month, from 10 am onwards.	 Genealogy	             	  4871-2873   and   4868-1229	  

Upcoming events. 
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From the beginning of  this year we have gone from bushfire threats, to flooding rains. Now it is 
our health that might be at risk from the corona virus. Thus far Bowral has been free of  it unlike 
in Sydney, where it has spread to several locations and now into the country side as well. We just 
hope that it will pass us by. 

There was no committee meeting in early March as one is planned for Monday, 30 March. This 
is because Lynette and Philip will be away all April and John and Martina will also be absent on 
6 April. SHCUG will be open as usual with Joseph, Ron and John S present to help out.  

We like to welcome our new members who joined us in February and March. We trust they will 
enjoy all that SHCUG is offering. Attendance of  our “Members Helping Members” sessions has 
been up during the last weeks, keeping our tutors busy. Some interesting problems were put on 
the table, such as “my computer has been hacked and how do I know it hasn’t got any corrupted 
files left in its system! How does “FaceTime” work, I lost my “WhatsApp”on my iPhone 5, how 
do I get it back ? I am happy to report that with Joseph’s help all problems got solved and every 
one went home happy. This is what we like about our Monday sessions.  

As previously advertised, Joseph would donate his “call out fee” during January and February to 
the RFS. I am pleased to announce that he raised $80. Well done from all of  us Joseph!  

Gmail added support for Apple’s FileApp, a quick solution for sending attachments when using 
iOS devices. Find the whole story on page 5. Curious about the iPad’s history, see page 6 for 
some interesting facts. Didn’t realise the iPads and iPhones could do recordings! Page 4 has the 
secret.  

That all Folks,  
Your Committee.  
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Recording music from YouTube.
The inspiration for articles I write for Keyword often do come from questions asked by members during our 
“Members Helping Members” sessions. This article too is a result of  a question by a member, which was as 
follows; I have listened to a YouTube music video on my iPad and now want to download it onto my iPhone 5 
so I can send it to a friend. How do I do it?  Not knowing the answer, as I hadn’t done this before, I was willing 
to have a crack at it. 

How we did go about it! 
First step was to tap and open “YouTube” on the members iPad and search for the music video she wished to 
download. That done, we played the clip and then looked how we could download it. However there wasn’t an 
option to do this, except to download the Premium YouTube app and pay for it, which we didn’t want to do. 

Then I remembered that the iPads and iPhones have a microphone and could record the human voice. Could 
it also record music? The only thing to do was to try it, so out came the iPhone 5. On the home screen of  the 
iPhone we tapped the “VoiceMemo” app. Holding the iPhone in front of  the iPad, we then tapped the arrow in 
the selected YouTube video seen on the iPad screen to switch the music on. When the music started to play on 
the iPad, we tapped the red button on the iPhone screen to start recording. When done, we tapped the red 
button again to stop it from recording further and got a new window with the recorded music. All we needed to 
do was to tap the familiar arrow to make it play.  

As expected, the sound quality wasn’t great and because Scott Hall is not the most quiet place when the help 
sessions are in progress, there was a lot of  background noise. Still it worked and we could even email the track. 

Some weeks later I repeated this experiment in the quiet of  my attic room, using an iPad Pro and iPhone 6S.  
To improve on the sound quality, I had paired the iPad Pro beforehand with my UB boombox. The result was 
a lot better than I had expected, although real music buffs most likely would dismiss it to the bin.  

To see if  I could also email it, I mailed it to myself  using the iPhone and then opened the email on my laptop. 
After I downloaded it, I check whether it would play, which it did. I then dragged it from the email message 
and dropped the file onto the iTunes app on my dock, which excepted it, placing it in the iTunes library. This I 
hadn’t expected but was a nice surprise because I can play it in iTunes anytime I wish.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Martina Oprey 



If  you are like me, using different devices throughout the day such as an iMac, iPad or iPhone, you would be 
aware that the operating systems that run on the above mentioned devices are not the same. The iMac runs 
macOS and the iPads and iPhones use iOS. Over the past few years Apple has gradually started to fuse these 
two different operating systems together. With every upgrade we get for the iMac, we are given apps that can 
run on both systems, for example the “News” app. 

I have multiple Gmail accounts on my iMac, iPhone and iPad. The way these accounts work on the iMac is a 
bit different from the iOS devices. Some abilities that can be used on the iMac are missing on the iPhone and 
iPad, for example attaching files directly to emails. Google, who owns Gmail, announced on 12 February 2020 
that it had added support for Apple’s Files app to their mail app on iOS devices. This means that you will now 
be able to directly attach files from the Apple’s File app onto a Gmail message, making it much easier for iPad 
and iPhone users to attach files to emails when sending these from their devices. 

The Files app, introduced in iOS 11, is the central repository for all of  the files services with apps on your iOS 
device, like iCloud, Google Drive, Dropbox, and many more. It lets you open documents, photos, videos, and 
audio from any compatible app from a single point on your device. 

Attaching a document to an email message in Gmail. 

Gmail adds support for Apple’s File app for iOS.

Files app

This will bring up a 
new window with the 
blank email page. 

Type in address, subject 
and the message in the 
appropriate fields.  

Tap on the icon of  
paper clip. This will 
reveal what can be 
attached.  
Tap on the documents 
you want to attach. 

The selected documents 
have been copied and 
attached to your email 
message. 

Tap on the blue icon of  
the paper-plane to send 
the message.

Tap on your Gmail 
app to open it. 

To compose an email, 
tap on the circle with 
a “plus sign”. 

That’s all there is to it!  SHCUG members who feel they need some extra help with this or any other problem, 
come and see us on any Monday from 10am to 5 pm in Scott Hall and unit 56 at Harbison, Burradoo.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Martina Oprey 
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On 3 April, 2010, Steve Jobs released the first generation iPad to the public. At first there was plenty of  ridicule 
about this new device, including its name. Some jokingly called it a “Jesus tablet”. Despite all the bantering, the 
iPad proved to be a desirable device to have and when it became available in the Apple stores 3 million iPads 
were sold in the first 80 days. Although it hasn’t made quite the cultural impact of  the Mac or the iPhone, the 
iPad has nonetheless become a massive critical and commercial success for Apple. 

What made Apple produce the iPad. 
Who can still remember the Netbooks? Those inexpensive lightweight laptops that were launched in 2007. For 
a few years it looked like that they were going to be the next “big thing”. Designed for the not-so-serious users 
and being “just good enough”, inexpensive and portable devices for emailing and browsing the internet. When 
Apple employees started to mention these Netbooks at meetings, Apple’s design master Jony Ive suggested they 
could take this idea in a different direction by creating a slim lightweight tablet. Although not being in favour at 
first of  producing a tablet, Steve Jobs did change his mind a few years later. Just as well! 

The first version of  the iPad. 
During the design period the iPad saw many changes. Eventually they settled for a device measuring 18.6cm x 
24.3cm, with a 9.7 inch screen size. The envisioned kickstand and handles were left off. The iPad 2 magnetic 
cover is a re-worked idea of  that kickstand.  

IPad models. 
During the ten years that Apple has been producing iPads, there have been quite a number of  models, 27 in all. 
With the launch of  each new model came improvements to hardware and apps, such as better cameras, faster 
chips, retina screens and more hard-drive space. To start with, the first-generation iPad was launched in 2010. 
The following year in March 2011 we had the iPad 2 which had the first camera. In March 2012 came the iPad 
3. This model enjoyed the shortest lifespan of  any iPad and was replaced by the iPad 4 in November 2012, just 
221 days after it went on sale. The iPad 3 was also the last model to support the 30-pin dock connector. The 
iPad 4 sported the new Lightning connector. The next 3 models of  the iPad (5-6-7), all in a choice of  three and 
later in four colours, became available respectively in March 2017 and March 2018, the larger 10.2 inch screen 
size iPad 7 in September 2019.  

The iPad Air, forerunner of  the iPad Pro, became available in November 2013 and was followed by two other 
models, one in October 2014 and the last model with a larger screen size (10.5 inch) in March 2019.  

Besides the various models of  the iPad there is the iPad mini, introduced in late 2012. There have been five 
generations of  the iPad mini, the last in March 2019. 

The first generation of  the iPad Pro was introduced in September 2015, it had a screen size of  12.9 inches. Six 
months later the smaller iPad Pro with a screen size of  9.7 inches became available. It was replaced by the 10.5 
inch screen size iPad Pro in June 2017 and in October 2018 the 11 inch screen size iPad Pro became available. 
There have been three generations of  the 12.9 inch iPad Pro this far, the last model in November 2018. There 
are rumours that a new 12.9 inch iPad Pro might be coming later this year that might have a keyboard with a 
track pad. Yet another effort by Apple to position the iPad Pro as an alternative to a laptop computer.  

Working on an iPad. 
Most people who use a desktop or laptop but also have an iPad will agree with me that the iPad is the easiest to 
master. The iPad has few buttons: there is the power button, volume up and down buttons at the side and the 
Home button on the older models. Most applications that run on an iPad are simple to use. Applications such 
as Word or Pages, initially designed for exclusive use on computers have been simplified somewhat for the iPad. 
Despite some disadvantages, the iPad remains a clever piece of  technology.  
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

A bit of  iPad trivia 
 Martina Oprey
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Wanted 

Have you got an article that you wish to publish in Keyword. 
Or you might have a suggestion for an article. 

Have you got something to sell, want to swap or give away, advertise it in Keyword. 
Please send it to 

shcugcontact@gmail.com

     The  
    Southern Highlands Computer Users Group Inc  

      is proudly sponsored by
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